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CHAPTER IV
WARRANTS, CONCESSION ORDERS, HIGH OFFICIAL REQUISITIONS

AND FREE PASSES ETC.

401. Military warrants.—Charges for the conveyance of military passengers and their
baggage, etc., whether by ordinary trains or military special trains or reserved carriages
attached to ordinary trains are payable by warrants as follows:—

(i) warrant Form B (IAFT. 1707) for small parties, invalids, families, etc.

(ii) warrant Form C (IAFT. 1707A) for military special trains, vehicles wagons and
compartments; 

(iii) military warrant and ticket form (I. A. F. T. 1752) for individuals.

Charges for conveyance of consignments of military stores by military special trains are also
payable by military credit note (I. A. F. T. 1711) if the issuing officer does not hold military
warrant Form C (IAFT. 1707A) and passes a remark to this effect on the military credit note.

402. Booking of traffic on warrants.—Only one warrant is given at the despatching station
by the military authorities and the traffic is booked through from start to destination,
irrespective of whether the journey involved is over one or more railways, or whether or not
the railways over which the journey is to be performed are party to the rules and rates
appearing in the I. R. C. A Military Tariff. The charges are calculated at the Military Tariff rates
over those railways over which such rates apply, and at the public tariff rates over the other
railways. These warrants (upper portion in the case of IAFT. 1752) should be treated as
vouchers and forwarded to the cash office along with the day's cash duly entered in the cash
remittance note (Com./C9 Rev.).

403. Issue of soldier's tickets in exchange of warrant Forms B (IAFT. 1707) and C
(IAFT. 1707A).— A soldier's ticket should be issued in exchange for a military warrant Form
B (IAFT. 1707) and Form C (IAFT. 1707A). A specimen of soldier's ticket appears as Appendix
IV-A. These tickets are machine numbered and supplied in sets of three counterfoils, viz..
Record foil, Guard's foil for baggage and livestock to be carried with the Guard, and the
Passenger's foil.

Season tickets are also issued in exchange of military warrant Form B (IAFT. 1707).

404. Examination of entries in warrants before issue of soldier's tickets.—
Before the soldier's ticket mentioned in the previous paragraph is issued, the Station Master
should see—
(i) that entries in the warrant are complete in all respects including signature of the officer
issuing the warrant;

(ii) that the warrant bears the stamp of the issuing office;

(iii) that the officer or person travelling or superintending the despatch of troops has signed in
the certificate column on the warrant form as to the actual accommodation provided as
entered in column 3 thereof, and in the case of IAFT.1707, has also entered the weight of
baggage and the stores conveyed: the Station Master should point out any error or omission
in number, weight, etc. to the certifying officer and get him to make the necessary corrections
in warrant form (IAFT. 1707A) and initial the same : no alterations are permitted in warrant
Form B (IAFT. 1707), as any alteration on this warrant renders it null and void; and

(iv) that other instructions printed on the reverse of the warrant forms are carefully observed.

405. Particulars of warrants to be filled in soldier's ticket.—All necessary particulars
contained in the warrant and any special remarks made thereon should be filled in the
soldier's ticket issued in connection therewith. When the route is not shown or is incorrectly
shown in the warrant, the ticket should be issued by the main route, the particulars of via or
vias being entered both on the warrant and ticket It should also be seen that the free
allowance of baggage has been correctly calculated and that cash is duly paid for the excess
baggage and any other items the freight on which is, under the rules, recoverable at the time
of booking. This is necessary as in cases of failure to recover what should be paid in cash, no
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subsequent claim is admitted by the Ministry of Defence.

406. All baggage carried in excess of the weight allowed on the warrant and paid for in cash
by the owner should be booked under a luggage ticket. Particulars of luggage ticket should be
entered on the warrant and the soldier's ticket, and cross reference of the same should be
given on the luggage ticket.

407. The number of soldier's ticket together with fares and freight due, in accordance with
the rules contained in the Military Tariff, will be entered in his warrant under the dated
signature of the Station Master who will also affix his station seal. The individual numbers on
vehicles provided, with their carrying capacity, must be recorded in the warrant Form C (IAFT.
1707A). Particulars of vehicles loded with explosives and ether dangerous foods, over-
dimension consignments and wagons used as dummy wagons, and of military credit notes
(IAFT. 1711) obtained on payment of the following charges, should be strictly shown on
warrant and the soldier's ticket, a true copy of which should be attached to the warrant itself:
—

(i) Infringement; 

(ii) Crane; 

(iii) Sidings.

408. Issue of return tickets on warrants.—In exchange of warrant in which requisition is
made for a return passage, two soldiers' tickets are to be issued at the starting station, viz.,
one for the outward and one for the return journey. This applies to all ranks. The fare and
freight chargeable for military passengers and their baggage, etc., both ways, should be
entered on the warrant

409. Entries oa soldier's ticket.—The Station Master should observe the following
instructions in the preparation of soldier's tickets:—

(i) must cross out in ink all items in column 1 of the ticket for which accommodation is not
provided, care being taken to see that the line goes through the items not required;

(ii) must draw a diagonal line across the portion of the ticket both above and below the entry
made of the number of passengers for whom the ticket is issued:

(iii) must endorse across the face of the ticket, the number of passengers of each class
authorized to travel, e. g.: "Available for two first class and one second class only"; and

(iv) cancel the unused baggage foil of the soldier's ticket to avoid its fraudulent use and retain
it with the record foil.

410. Reservation slip for military personnel travelling on warrants.—Military personnel
holding warrant Forms No. IAFT. 1707 and IAFT. 1752 are allowed to obtain tickets in
exchange thereof on the date of commencement of the journey or in advance also. They are,
however, permitted to reserve accommodation in advance on a separate form of requisition
for reservation (IAFT. 1752A) if they do not purchase the tickets in advance in the exchange
of IAFT. 1707 or IAFT. 1752.

411. Free allowance of baggage on military warrants.—Soldiers travelling on military
warrants will be given a free allowance of 40 Kgs. for each adult and 20 Kgs. for each child,
for all classes. Any excess baggage will be paid for in cash and no free allowance will be
granted on baggage booked under a luggage ticket

412. Military warrant and ticket form (IAFT. 1752).—(a) This form is divided into two
parts, both of which will be filled in, where applicable, by the issuing officer and handed over
to the individual travelling.

(b) The individual travelling, before the commencement of the journey, will present complete
warrant at the booking office. The Booking Clerk will see that the instructions printed on the
reverse of the form have been observed and that the form is complete in all respects.
Thereafter, he will enter the essential details on the paper and lower portions' of the warrant,
affix station seal on both the portions, and detach and retain the upper portion for submission
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to the cash office along wish the day's cash duly entered in the cash remittance note. If the
route is not shown or is incorrectly shown on the warrant particulars of via or vias falling on
the main route should be entered in the appropriate column of the upper and lever portions of
the warrant. The lower portion will be handed back to the passenger, issuing him at the same
time a check soldier ticket for single or return journey, as the case may be. These tickets are
serially numbered, printed on blue or badami coloured cards and are of the same size as
ordinary card ticket. The specimen form of the ticket is given below—

When check soldier tickets are not available, a free excess fare ticket, with the following
endorsement will be issued in lieu thereof—

"issued in lieu of Check Soldier Ticket
valid upto..................station via......................
in exchange of IAFT 1752 No.........................

The particulars of the excess fare ticket issued should be recorded in the warrant and the
Government Passenger, Baggage, etc. return. 'Accounts' foil of the excess fare ticket should
be sent along with Government passengers, baggage, etc. return and a suitable remark given
in the excess fare ticket
return.

(c) The check soldier ticket together with lower portion of the warrant will constitute the
travel authority for the Military personnel. The one is invalid without the other, and both are
required to be handed over to the Ticket Collector on completion of the journey. In the case of
return journey, only the outward journey portion of the check soldier ticket, i.e., the left hand
portion will be handed over to the Ticket Collector on completion of this part of the journey,
and the holder will be allowed to retain the 'Return' portion of the check soldier ticket
together with the lower portion of the warrant which will be collected at the destination on
completion of the return journey.

(d) Freight for baggage in excess of the authorized baggage should be recovered in cash and
a luggage ticket issued in connection therewith, particulars of which should be entered on the
warrant and the check soldier ticket. Cross-reference of the warrant and check soldier ticket
should also be given on the luggage ticket. The warrant should be signed by the Station
Master and stamped with line station seal.

(c) Personnel of the General Reserve Engineering Force travelling on leave between stations
serving their place of duty and home will be issued military warrants with the following
enfacements:—

"Debitable to Border Heads;

"Leave Travel Concession G. R. E. F.;

"The booking clerk should collect from the holder of this warrant, fares for distance equal to
360 kms. plus 1/10th of the total distance; the balance amount will be recovered by the
Railway Accounts Office from the C. D. A. (Fys.), Calcutta by book adjustment."

Public tariff rates will be leviable on these warrants and the distance for which fare is to be
recovered in cash from the individual will be taken from the station from which the journey
commences. After scrutiny of the warrant as laid down earlier, a soldier's ticket or a check
soldier ticket of single series will be issued, entering the following details also among others
as required in the warrant Form 3 and the soldier ticket or in the middle and lower portions of
warrant Form No. IAFT. 1752.
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Rs.               P.

(i) Fares at public tariff rate                                                                                            
........................
(ii) Fares collected                                                                                                         
........................
(iii) Difference chargeable to Government                                                                           
........................

In the daily train cash book-cum-summary and coaching balance sheet, the amount under (i)
will be taken to debit under the head "Government passengers", while cash collected, under
(ii) along with warrant, remitted with the day's earning to the cash office taking credit for
amount under (iii) under the head 'vouchers' in the aforesaid accounts books of the station.
In the return for Government passengers, baggage, etc. full amount under (i) will be
accounted for.

(f) Full particulars of all warrants (Form IAFT. 1752) and of check soldier tickets issued in
connection therewith should be recorded in a register to be maintained in duplicate in a
manuscript form appearing as Appendix IV/B. The entries of check soldier tickets must be
made in the same progressive order in which they are issued irrespective of local or through
traffic. The correct maintenance of the register will facilitate the preparation of Government
passengers, baggage, etc. return to be submitted to the Traffic Accounts Office at the end of
the month. A copy of check soldier ticket register will be sent to the Traffic Accounts Office
along with return for Government passengers, baggage, etc. (local).

413. Correct calculation of fares.—The Station Masters should exercise adequate care to
see that charges are correctly calculated and entered in warrants, as errors upto Re. 1 in
charges paid by warrants are not open to subsequent readjustment between the Railway and
the Ministry of Defence.

414. Military certificate forms.-The following Military certificate forms are in use:

S. No. Form No. Particulars
1 IAFT. 1714 Military certificate for training movements.
2 . IAFT. 1953 Military certificate for Army Reservists/Territorial Army

Personnel called up for service.
3 IAFY. 1954 Military certificate for Army Reservists and Non-

commissioned Officers and men of the Territorial Force
on being called up for training or service.

4 INF. 3 Military certificate for Fleet Reservists of Navy on
being called up at the time of general mobilization.

5 IN. 461 Military certificate for Fleet Reservists of Navy on
being called up for training.

6 .......... Certificate for tickets required for attendants travelling
in empty kitchen cars.

415. When the above certificate forms are presented by the the persons authorized to travel,
it should be seen that the entries in the certificate forms are complete in all respects, that
they bear the signature of the issuing officer and the stamp of the issuing office and that the
instructions printed on the forms are fully complied with. After the certificates have been
scrutinized and found to be in order, ordinary printed card or blank paper tickets, as the case
may be, should be" issued in exchange for the same, the number of tickets and the cost debit
able to the Ministry of Defence being noted on them, except in the case of military certificate
Form IAFT. 1714, for which payment may be accepted by cheques on the State Bank of India
or Government Treasuries or by cash, as may be convenient in each case. When payment is
made by cheques, it should be seen that commission charges for cashing cheques are
included in the total amount of the cheques. The certificate duly completed with regard to the
accommodation provided and weight booked will be submitted to the Traffic Account Office
along with the passenger classification return at the end of the month, while the other
certificates will be treated as vouchers and sent to the cash office along with daily cash
remittance note duly entered in the list of vouchers.
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416. Military concession forms:- The following concession forms for travel of military
personnel are in use:-

S. No. Form No. Particulars
1 IAFT. 1709-A Concession Voucher Form D for military officers

travelling on leave at their own expense and for
their families.

2 IAFT. 1719 Certificate for concession to cadets of the National
Defence Academy/Air Force College/Naval Training
Establishment or Ships.

3 IAFT. 1720-A Certificate for tickets for Junior Commissioned
Officers, Warrant Officers, Chief Jetty Officers of
the Navy, other ranks and certain non-combatants
of the Defence Service when travelling on leave at
their own expense and for families (subject to a
maximum of six members) of those individuals
except Non-combatants.

4 IAFT. 1728 Railway certificate for military pensioners
proceeding to attend Regimental Re-unions.

5 IAFT. 1732 Leave concession voucher form G for members of
the Military Nurs ing Services including Matrons of
Military Family Hospitals.

6 IAFT. 1736 Certificate for competitions and spectators of the
Army, the Air Force, the Navy and the Territorial
Force, attending any match, competition,
tournament, assault-at-arms, rifle meeting or
athletic or cross-country running meeting held
under Military arrangements.

417. Issue of tickets in exchange of military concession forms:-Before issuing tickets
in exchange of a concession certificate referred to in para 416, it should be seen that the
certificate is complete in all respects, bears the stamp of the issuing office as well as
signature of the issuing officer and that no alterations have been made in the certificate. It
should also be seen that other instructions printed on the reverse of the concession certificate
have been observed.

418. After the certificate has been carefully scrutinized and found to be in order in all
respects, ordinary card or blank paper tickets, single or return journey, as the case maybe,
should be issued on recovery of the fares due in cash. The concession certificates should be
sent to-

(i) Traffic Accounts Office When second class tickets are issued in exchange for concos along
with the relevant- sion forms, 

passenger classification

(ii) Cash office as voucher .. When AC sleeper/first class tickets are issued in exchange for
concession certificates referred to in para 416.

419. AC sleeper/First class tickets issued at concessional fares in exchange for military
concession forms will be accounted for in the daily train cash book-cum-summary and
passenger classification at full ordinary fares, credit being taken for the amount not collected
in cash on the authority of the concession vouchers. Total fares due, amount collected in cash
and the difference debitable to the Ministry of Defence will be shown separately by the
Booking Clerk on the top of each concession form.

420. Military personnel found travelling on unexchanged warrants.—Military personnel
detected travelling on unexchanged warrant Forms IAFT. 1707 and IAFT. 1752 will be dealt
with as under—

(i) when detected at destination, the fare due plus excess charge will be collected in cash :
the warrant will also be collected, marked 'cancelled' and sent to the Traffic Accounts Office
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along with the relevant excess fare return (Com./R-19 Rev.);

(ii) When detected en route, the fare due plus excess charge will be recovered in cash upto
the point of detection and an excess fare ticket (Com./T-12 Rev. or Com./T-13 Rev.) granted :
a second excess fare ticket for the remaining portion of the journey will be issued free of
charge and the warrant collected : if the warrant is available for the return journey, a
separate excess fare ticket will be issued free of charge for the return journey; the date of
availability as shown on the warrant being endorsed on the excess fare ticket: in the free
excess fare tickets, particulars of the warrant and of the paid excess fare ticket already issued
should be given : full particulars of all the excess fare tickets issued should also be entered on
the warrant : the warrants should be scrutinized to see that they are complete as laid down in
paras 404 and 412 (b).

421. Military personnel found travelling with unexchanged certificates and
concession forms- Fare plus excess charge due in the case of public traffic will be
recovered, and an excess fare ticket issued except in the following cases:—

Concession form IAFT. Half AC sleeper/first class or half mail second class fare
from the 1720-A. starting station to destination plus the
excess charge upto the point of detection should be
recovered;

Concession forms IAFT. (i) When detected on the outward journey, he should be
charged 1728 and 1736. the single fare from the starting
station to destination plus the excess charge upto the
point of detection; a free excess fare ticket being issued
for the return journey;

. (ii) When found travelling on the return journey with an
unexchanged form, a single fare from the starting station
to destination plus the excess charge should be
recovered for having travelled without a ticket on the
outward journey.

422. Military personnel travelling with unexchanged warrant on Guard's certificate-
When military personnel are unable to get their warrants exchanged for tickets at the starting
station and advise the Guard or Conductor of the train or any other staff authorized in this
behalf before undertaking the journey, the latter should issue a certificate that the passengers
have been permitted to travel on the condition that they subsequently get the warrants
exchanged for excess fare tickets at the next stopping station where there is time or even
earlier if they can contact the ticket checking staff. In such cases, the warrants will be
collected and free excess fare tickets covering the journey from the starting station to
destination station shown in the warrants will be given to them. The particulars of the warrant
should be entered in the excess fare ticket, and similarly, the particulars of the excess fare
ticket issued should be shown on the warrant.

423. Military personnel travelling with unexchanged concession form IAFT. 1720-A,
IAFT. 1728 or IAFT. 1736 with Guard's certificate.-When military personnel are found
travelling with unexchanged Form IAFT. 1720-A, IAFT. 1728 or IAFT. 1736 but holding a
certificate from the Guard or other authorized railway servant, they should be charged the
concessional fare due on the concession form from the starting station to destination without
any excess charge.

424. Disposal of unexchanged warrants collected by checking staff.—The
unexchanged warrants collected by the checking staff vide paras 420 (ii) and 422 will be
made over to the Booking Clerk along with the cash earnings under an acknowledgement
which will be obtained on the back of the record foil of the relevant excess fare ticket Full
particulars of the warrant together with the station name at which it was made over to the
Booking Clerk for onward submission to the cash office will be entered in the remarks column
of the excess fare return.

The Booking Clerk receiving the warrants will account for them, in the daily train cash book-
cum-summary, as if the warrants were exchanged at his station for that portion of the journey
for which free excess fare tickets have been issued. The warrants will be sent to the cash
office along with the day's earnings duly entered in the list of vouchers. These will also be
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accounted in the relevant Government passenger, baggage, etc. returns and under the head
'Government passengers' in the station books and coaching balance sheet to be submitted to
Traffic Accounts Office at the end of the month.

425. Military personnel travelling on unexchanged warrants or other forms. refusing
or unable to pay fares and excess charge.—In the event of the military personnel
refusing or being unable to pay fares or excess charge due as mentioned above, action under
section 137 or 138 of the Railways Act, as appropriate to the circumstances, should be taken.

426. Permission to commence journey after date of issue of ticket (IAFT. 1720B).—
In cases where personnel holding tickets issued in exchange of military certificates IAFT.
1720A are permitted by the military authorities to travel upto 14 days after purchase of tick-
ets, a permit in form IAFT. 1720B will be issued and carried by the passenger with him. On
completion of the journey, the permit together with the ticket will be handed over to the
Ticket Collector at destination for submission to the Traffic Accounts Office along with other
collected tickets. Any alteration in this form renders it null and void.

427. Misuse of military warrants, certificates and concession forms.—(a) To guard
against the misuse of military warrants, certificates and concession forms, the military
personnel at the time of exchanging these vouchers should be asked to show:

(i) the first page of the Pay Book which contains a photograph of the holder in the case of
Junior Commissioned Officers, Non-Commissioned Officers and other ranks; or

(ii) The Identity Card in the case of officers,

(b) When families travel unaccompanied from the duty station, warrants will be exchanged by
the head of the family personally establishing his bona fides. Unaccompanied families moving
from their home stations, however, should not be asked to produce Pay Books or Identity
Cards at the time of exchanging warrants, concession forms, etc.

(c) Recruits, pensioners and T.A. personnel are not in possession of Identity Cards/Pay Books
: they should be asked to show their call-up notice at the time of exchanging the forms.

428. High Official Requisitions.—When High Officials of the Central or State Governments
entitled to reserved accommodation travel over any railway, they furnish the Station Master at
the starting station with a requisition which is in two portions. Both portions of the requisition
contain a certificate which should be signed by the Station Master after filling in the details of
accommodation provided. It should be specifically indicated whether, or not other than the
authorized persons also travelled in the same carriage/compartment The number of tickets
held by such persons should be recorded in the certificate and if no other passenger travels,
the word 'no" should be written in the appropriate place on the certificate and the words 'on
first class single journey ticket Nos. .......................' scored out The outer foil of the
requisition duly signed and stamped by the Station Master will be returned to the official, and
this will constitute an authority for him to travel in the reserved accommodation provided and
will be collected at the destination station for submission to the Traffic Accounts Office along
with other collected tickets. The inner portion retained by the Station Master will be treated as
a voucher and submitted to the cash office along with the day's earnings, duly entered in the
cash remittance note. Full particulars of the accommodation provided and the charges due
should be entered in the daily train cash book-cum-summary against the distinct head 'high
Official Requisition",'. Charges due, on these requisitions should be accounted for in the
relevant passenger classification with full particulars and remarks.

A list of high officials, together with the accommodation to which they are privileged, is given
in the I. R. C. A. Coaching Tariff.

A specimen of the High Official Requisition is appearing at Appendix IV/C.

429. Police warrants and Jail requisitions.—Police officers travelling on duty are
permitted to purchase railway tickets by means of police warrants or jail requisitions. The
following rules should be observed when tickets are thus purchased:—

(i) all warrants and jail requisition should bear the machine number, the name of the District
and the State, the stamp of the issuing office and the designation of the issuing officer;
warrants will be issued by the Reserve Inspectors or Sub-Inspectors at the Headquarters and


